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The exam consists of five problems. They count as indicated. Start by reading through the 

whole exam, and make sure that you allocate time to answering questions you find easy. You 

can get a good grade even if there are parts of problems that you do not have time to solve. 

 

Problem 1 (10%) 

A sample of subjects from UiO was asked the following question: 

”A dice has four Green (G) faces and two Red (R) faces. The dice will be rolled 20 times, and 

the result (R or G) will be written down. This will produce a sequence of 20 letters. You can 

choose one of the three short sequences below.  If the chosen one appears in the sequence of 

20 letters, you win 500 kroner. Which one of the sequences 1.-3. would you choose? 

1. RGRRR 

2. GRGRRR 

3. GRRRRR” 

 

The majority chose 2. 

  

(a) Explain why this violates standard probability theory.  

(b) Explain the heuristic reasoning – according to Tversky and Khaneman (1984) – behind 

the choice of 2.  

 

Problem 2 (10%) 

(a) Explain briefly the main content of Rabin’s theorem for expected utility. (Rabin, 

2000). 

It is often argued that an implication of Rabin’s theorem is that expected utility maximizers 

should be risk neutral towards small gambles.  

(b) Explain why. 

 



Problem 3 (10%) 

In the state owned lotteries in Norway the expected premium is 50%  of the cost of the lottery 

ticket. (Thus for each 10 kroner you spend buying lottery tickets, the expected payment is 5 

kroner.) In both questions below, explain why you reach your conclusion. 

(a) Would you expect a risk averse expected utility maximizer to buy lottery tickets? 

(b) Is buying lottery tickets consistent with prospect theory?  

 

Problem 4 (35%) 

Consider a decision-maker with present-biased preferences. In particular, assume that he/she 

has (, )-preferences. 

 

(a) Explain briefly what is meant by (, )-preferences, and how it departs from 

intertemporal preferences with exponential discounting. Why does (, )-preferences 

lead to problems of time-inconsistency? 

(b) Explain briefly what is meant by naive and sophisticated behavior when preferences 

are time-inconsistent. 

 

Consider for the rest of the problem an activity that the decision-maker does (at most) once. 

The activity may have immediate costs and future rewards, or immediate rewards and future 

costs. 

 

(c) Explain why a sophisticated decision-maker tends to do such an activity earlier than a 

naive decision-maker, both in the case of immediate costs and in the case of 

immediate rewards. 

(d) Assume that visiting a museum in a major city is an activity with immediate costs and 

future rewards. Use (, )-preferences combined with naivety to explain the following 

behavior: A tourist making a trip to the city once a year visits the museum on his/her 

first visit, while an inhabitant of the city with the same preferences—being able to 

visit the museum every week-end—never does so. 

 

Assume for the remaining two parts of this problem that   ½ and    1, and that the 

decision-maker values rewards and costs linearly. 

  

(e) Suppose there is a burdensome activity that the decision-maker must complete on one 

of the next 6 days. If the task is completed on day t, then the cost is ct, where (c1, c2, 

c3, c4, c5, c6) = (5, 12, 9, 14, 13, 20). There is no reward.  

(i) When is the best time to do the activity when evaluated at a prior day 0? 

(ii) When do naifs do the activity? 

(iii) When do sophisticates do the activity? 

 

(f) Suppose there is a pleasurable activity that the decision-maker gets to complete on one 

of the next 6 days. If the activity is completed on day t, then the reward is vt, where 

(v1, v2, v3, v4, v5, v6) = (2, 5, 8, 3, 14, 12). There is no cost.  

(i) When is the best time to do the activity when evaluated at a prior day 0? 

(ii) When do naifs do the activity? 

(iii) When do sophisticates do the activity? 

 

 



Problem 5 (35%) 

(a) What is an ultimatum game? Explain. 

 

Consider a fully anonymous ultimatum game with an initial endowment to the proposer of 

100 NOK. Let s denote the share offered to the responder. The game is binary, meaning that 

the proposer can only offer one of two pre-determined alternative shares, s1 or s2. The 

responder knows which alternatives are available to the proposer. 

Consider first the case where s1=0.2 and s2=0.5. A given proposer, A, offers s1. A’s responder, 

B, rejects.  

 

(b) Is this consistent with both A and B having purely self-interested preferences (each 

cares only about his/her own material payoff), assuming that A also expects B to be 

self-interested? Why/why not?  

(c) Is this consistent with A having purely self-interested preferences and expecting B to 

have so too, while B is, in fact, inequity-averse as specified by Fehr and Schmidt 

(1999) with parameters α=2 and β=0.3? Why/why not?  

(d) How would your answers to b) and c) be affected if the initial endowment to the 

proposer had been, instead, 1000 NOK? Explain. 

 

Assume now that the game is repeated with the same two players (A as proposer and B as 

responder), but with different values of s1 and s2: This time s1=0.2 and s2=0.1. Neither A nor B 

knows that they are playing against the same player. Nor did any of them expect, when 

making their decisions in the first round, that they would play against the same player once 

more. Again, A offers s1. This time B accepts.  

 

(e) Is this consistent with A having purely self-interested preferences and expecting B to 

have so too, while B is in fact inequity-averse as specified by Fehr and Schmidt 

(1999) with parameters α=2 and β=0.3? Why/why not?  

(f) Assume that A has purely self-interested preferences and expects B to have so too. 

Can you suggest a preference structure for B, other than those mentioned above, 

which might then explain B’s behavior in both rounds of the game? Explain, and 

specify the required conditions to make your suggestion consistent with B’s 

behavior.  
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